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EDITORIAL

Coastal Command, November, 1942

The month of November, 1942, will long be remembered as one which saw the opening fhp'pS |i
new front on the North African Coast. In the days when it was being planned, it was ^

: and it has been proved to have been well named, for its success has^indledl
a light throughout the world, the beams frorn which have penetrated even the darkest recess^ idf
Occupied Countries. ^

. Operation “ TORCH

Such an operation, by its very nature, is fraught with potential dangers. In this case, the magnitude
of the forces involved and the distance over which they had to be transported from.the shores
country and the United States of America, provided many opportunities for the intention to be dis=
covered and for interference upon a serious, and perhaps decisive, scale. That convoys numberiiig
over 800 ships arrived without molestation until the final phase, was an achievement in itself, Hie
credit for which must largely lie in the skilful routeing of the convoys, the efficacy of air cover* and
the measures taken to “ mislead and mystify ” the enemy which were particularly effective.

1It is not yet possible to give a coherent account of the operation in detail partly on the groiinds
of security and partly because, owing to the activity still continuing in the area, full informatio
is not yet available. But some indication of the part played, particularly by the air, will doubtl'^
be of immediate interest.

n
less

Coastal Command’s Planning Stafi were faced with three areas of probable danger

(a) From the point of departure through the Bay of Biscay, flanked by the submarine
of the Biscay ports and traversed by outgoing and returning U-Boats ;

(b) The approaches to the focal area of Gibraltar from the West ; and

(c) The waters of the Western Mediterranean in. the neighbourhood of where the AJlied
would take place. lan

bases,

dings

It goes without saying that such'an operation would entail a readjustment of the forces of
Command and certain Squadrons were withdrawn from the line during the month of October
prepared for service overseas. This, in part, explains the fall in operational flying for that mo^^'
On the other hand, the demand to cover the outgoing convoys as long as possible and to fly intensi^^’
over the Bay to prevent the U-Boats making a last-minute dash to the convoys, necessitated additi^^^
asastance for the home-based aircraft. With this object in view, certain Squadrons of Bomber Com^^^
and VIII (U.S.) Bomber Command were attached to this Command and provided invaluabl^^^
As the convoys passed out.of range of the home-based aircraft, they were picked up, with as
interval as possible, by those operating from Gibraltar. The outcome of this part of the oper
was that no convoy sailing from this country was attacked west of Gibraltar, although U-Boa+c^^^*^
at times in their vicinity in numbers. . ^

As was to be expected, the growing accumulation of shipping at Gibraltar did not escape the
tion of the enemy, who built up a particularly heavy concentration of German and Italian U-Bo
the eastern approach to the Straits. It was clear, too, from their subsequent actions that thes^^^
received orders to attack, almost without regard for safety, shipping passing through the area
all accounts, between 2nd and 23rd November, that part of the Mediterranean had much in cn
with a trout stream at the height of the mayfly season :  and the anglers—the aircraft and
vessels pirofited accordingly. It is probable that of some 60 U-Boats in the area west and
Gibraltar, 35-40 were concentrated between the Straits and 8° E. The records are not
but at least 110 sightings and 64 attacks were made during these three weeks. Many asse^^^^^®*
are outstanding, but it can be said with confidence that at least 4 U-Boats were definitely sun^^^^s
that there are grounds for believing that of not less than 29 damaged, 4 were seriously damae- ̂
probably sunk. During the period from 23rd October to 30th November, Gibraltar flew ove
hours on Convoy Escort and Anti-Submarine Sweeps, 75 per cent, of the effort being on the i

on the l^tt
It is hoped that in later issues further information may be given concerning the organisatin

incidents of the operation and the lessons to be learned from it. For the present, it must be
to note the effort rmf onf P^oo+ol  : J  n xt ●. tak*to note the effort put out by Coastal Command and those who flew with them whilst it was takincr
A total of over 17,000 hours, including flying in the Bay of Biscay, between 23rd October an^' o
November, indicates its volume : the safe arrival of the convoys at Gibraltar, and the relativeh/
losses thereafter, point to its efiicacy : the disappearance of the U-Boats from the North Africa^
^d the extreme wanness of the few seen since, leave little doubt as to the tale of destructin«^^^^

dunng those vital days. The operation as a whole was once more an outstanding exa
+  C0"0rdinated not only between the Services but also between Allies : and its success

combLS^Sr^ contribution. It was a combined operation

Meanwhile, the daily work of the Command has gone on through the month ExehiQi
Gibraltar and North Africa (at least 112 sightings and 66 attacks), there were 35 sightings of U R
followed by 20 attacks Enemy fighter opposition in the Bay has shown signs of Sffen na'
tendency has been noted for tiiera to fly in formations 

of 3-6 aircraft. There have been severafno^i*
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ij:! 'CoffiMts amongst which may perhaps be mentioned that of U/330 (U.S.A.A.C.) which accounted for
three out of five enemy aircraft on 21st November, and that of Z/311 oh the 23rd, which resulted
ini :ohe enemy aircraft being destroyed and two damaged. The Beaufighters also took their toU.
Altogether, of 89 enemy aircraft encountered, 13 were destroyed, and 15 damaged,- 61 combats
were without observed result.

There was again activity by enemy supply ships in the Bay, arid considerable effort was diverted
to attacking them. Attack at 350-450 miles’ range, and generally,on information lacldng in the
necessary precision, presents a very difficult problem of time and space. One outward-bound taidcer
was damaged and forced to shelter in a neutral port, this being the third occasion on which it had
attempted to get to sea, only to be frustrated by aircraft of the Command.

A combined torpedo bomber and fighter attack by aircraft resulted in claims that one inerchant
vessel of 7,000 tons, one of 1,500 tons and an escort vessel were hit, in addition to rtainris iri otheSr
actions of hits on one merchant vessel of 3-4,000 tons and one of 2,000 tons. In all, 89 individual
sorties took place, resulting in claims in respect of nine enemiy vessels.

'I'/} ■

The year will be running to its close as this issue comes off the presses, and it may not be
inopportune to look back for a moment on the progress made in the last 12-18 months. The necessary
^n.q from overseas have led to many dreams of wegilth in aircraft being dashed to the gfoimd and
most Units, and Training in particular, have found, like the Virgilian bees, that much of their work
has been for others. None the less, sufficient has reniained to leave its mark on the enemy, to provide
the essential infomation and, above all, to make the power of the air felt upon the U-Boat. An
offensive policy begun in June, 1941, drove the U-Boat to the then limits-of aircraft range, and its
continuation throughout 1942, extended this to 600 miles and beyond. The fear engendered has
resulted in a la^e measure of safety being accorded to convoys, as described elsewhere in this issue,
-phe technical ̂ vances have been far-reaching, if not spectacular. The introduction of Torpex, the
25 ft. setting, the Leigh Light, are the outward and -visible signs of technical progress which has been
set iu motion. Training commitments have grown and represent an increasingly important resporisir
hility—^where there were six O.T.U.s and schools in June, 1941, today there are twelve. Then the

mm crews per month : today it is 276 crews per month.

The practical problems of anti-submarine warfare have received even closer scrutiny than hitherto,
the introduction of the system of crew interrogation at Headquarters has gone fax to cement

^tual TUiderstanding, to create confidence and to build up a fund of information on operational
estions. on this and other subjects, the Operational Research Section have turned the search-

of scientific analysis. In addition to enunciating theory and deductions from, operational

vperioJ^^®' scientists have also made material contributions. White Camouflage, the Low ■
Tavel Bombsight and the use of the shallow setting are among the developments they have

mu

!!i'i

If;' and
lh:,\

ill

j^othing in war can be static. 1942 has seen greater progress than perhaps has taken place in

^ period of time since the outbreak of war. The achievements of the captfiins and aircrews, the
cfations and the Groups, in the practical matters of war have exerted a marked influence on the -war

sea and the maintenance of our sea communications. Air power has shown itself to be of outstanding
-5ortance in the control of sea communications and an essential element in the exercise of sea power.
^ other milestone on the road has been passed, but others lie ahead; the journey is by no means

P > ;^. jied nor has the level ground yet been reached.

The total flying for October—44,114 hours, a decrease as compared with September (48,324hours),
divided into

Operational, 14,971 hours (September, 16,526 hours), and non-operational, 29,143 hours

(September, 31,798 hours). The^ category non-operational includes training, whether in
q T.U.s and Schools or in Operational Squadrons, and miscellaneous flying. The figures
exclude flying by units operating with, but not belonging to. Coastal Command. ' On an
all-iuclusive basis, the operational flymg in October totalled 17,344 hours.

82
(C47433)
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I.- ANTI-SUBMARINE

Anti-Submarine Operations in November

The recent operations in the Western Mediter- on passage. In addition, 16 sightings, leading to;
ranean have, involved the movement of large 10 attacks, resulted from the usual Bay patrols,

numbers of U-Boats down to these waters and, all, Coastal Command aircraft based on the
as a result, operations in the Western Approaches United Kingdom and Iceland have made 35
have been quieter than in October {see Chart 1). sightings and 20 attacks. This rather low number
Only three ships out of a total of 16 sunk east of j^as been compensated by the 112 sightings and
45° W. were inside 600 miles from Coastal Com- at least 66 attacks obtained from Gibraltar and'
mand bases in the North Atlantic ; all belonged North Africa; four of these attacks led to obvious

to the Convoy SC 107. (See p. 10.) sinkings, and several more (not yet assessed)

appear extremely promising.
On 1st November, sweeps to the south of Iceland

by four U.S.N. P.B.Ys. (Catalinas) resulted in
four sightings of U-Boats and two attacks. On the
5th, SC 107 came into the area covered by Coastal Gibraltar and North Africa, six were followed up
aircraft from Iceland, after a series of attacks by hunts involving one sortie each, the average

following the convoy almost from the Newfound- time of search being three hours ; no second
land coast. Two Liberators of 120 Squadron sightings resulted,
provided close escort from 1108 to 1958, and one

of them sighted three U-Boats and attacked two ;

one of these attacks appears to have been very

successful. The convoy was then in about
58° 30' N.. 33° 00' W. and. as a result of these

attacks and of aircraft protection on subsequent
days, reached home without further loss.

Of the 35 sightings of U-Boats made in the
area covered by Coastal Command, excluding

Shipping Protection
The shipping passing through the Coastal Com

mand area (excluding Gibraltar), and the aircraft

protection given to it amounted to :—

Number of Number
sailings, protected.

No other mass attacks on convoys developed
dming the month within range of land-based
aircraft, although two U-Boats were sighted and
attacked on sweeps round the Convoys SC 108 This protection was given by 324 sorties, as

and SC 109, on the 15th and 25th respectively.

Naval Forces and Convoys..

Independents..

66 54

.. 95 12

follows:

Offensive operations against U-Boats in transit

north of Scotland led to three sightings but no
attacks.

SWEEPS
ROUND

CONVOY

TRACKS.

ESCORTS

Failed

to meet
Met

In the Bay of Biscay heavy air escort has been

given to the “Torch” convoys, in addition to

the usual patrols in the Bay. No sightings Convoys and Naval
Forceswere made by the aircraft actually escorting 5598 152

these convoys, but two (both followed by attacks) Independents

were made by aircraft looking for their convoy or

019

Analysis of Operations
The table shows the extent and results of Coastal Command’s 

anti-submarine activities during
November (excluding Gibraltar and North Africa), in terms of the different types of operations. Hunts
offensive sweeps and anti-submarine patrols are classed together as Offensive Operations.

Offensive Operations.

Coiistal
Command

Total
on Anti-
Submarine

work.

All Anti-
Submarine
Escorts.

Elsewhere

(mainly
between
Scotland
and

Iceland).

Chance.
Around

Convoy
Tracks.

Bay of
Biscay.

Sorties 117 304152 765 1,338

U-Boats sighted 8 26 3 16 33

Average sorties per sighting 20 3851 48 41

Hours actually spent on patrol,
omitting passage time.

833 4,526 1,577454 7,390

Average duration of patrol . . 5,1 hours 6 hours 5.', hours4 liours
5^ hours

I
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lethal whUe it remained fully surf^ed>“ '
in fact they were of Mark XI, the whole!^ohj]^'
of which is to ensure complete efficacy by sh^bw
explosion. The pilot had sighted the Ij^^pat
from 8 miles. Since it showed no intehTibni Jtb)
dive, and he anticipated that, the crew mig^t
be manning their guns, he attacked only \w®lhis
guns, though he passed over its whole length at a
height of about 25 ft. Many hits were registered
on the deck and bridge, but none of the Grew'
appeared. By the time the aircraft had complete^!
its circuit the U-Boat had dived, and the second
attack was made with four depth-charges it^.
seconds after the conning-tower’s disappearance.
The stick was correct for range, but there js
' insufficient evidence as to line. A minute and a

half later a patch of thin oil appeared just ahead
of the explosion mark, followed by a patch of
small oil-bubbles. Half a minute after this' about
15 ft. of the U-Boat’s bowS broke surface at ah
angle of 45° some distance ahead of the explosion
mark, but soon disappeared again at the sam '
angle ̂vithout any forward motion. The

of the oil and the reappearance of the bow^
indicates that the explosions were very near ̂
U-Boat and badly upset its trim, but no serio
damage can be claimed. (59° 10' N., 17° 59'

U-Boat Hits Back

bombs were dropped at the same time as the
depth-charges. Two minutes after the explosion,
a patch of oil about 60 yards across was seen;
this spread and was still visible when the aircraft
set course for base at 0125 hours, so that it could
not have been merely depth-charge residue,
which fades after four or five minutes. No other
evidence could be observed, except that for two
minutes air-bubbles came up in the centre of
the oil-patch.

Many Oil Patches
At 1217 on 24th October, Whitley H/10 O.T.U.

was flying in 20 miles’ visibihty over the Bay of
Biscay, when a U-Boat was sighted three niiles
away on the starboard quarter; it may have
only just surfaced, for the decks were awash.
The pilot immediately turned to starboard, and
then to port, but the U-Boat dived when the
aircraft was still a mile away, so he circled to
starboard. During this turn, however, the U-Boat’s
periscope and conning-tower reappeared, so
the aircraft continued to circle and attacked from
its starboard quarter with four T.N.T. depth-
charges fitted with nose and tail units, less than
five seconds after the U-Boat disappeared again.
The depth-charges straddled the track just ahead
of the swirl, between the conning-tower and the
stem, and must have exploded at lethal depth.
About half a minute later the bows of the U-Boat Hudson W/233 was flying just below cloud
lifted above the water, followed immediately the Mediterranean, between Algeria and
by three-quarters of its length apparently on an Balearics on 1st November, when on emer ● —
even keel. It began to roll heavily, but at that into a clear patch a wake was sighted ten mile
moment the rear-gunner’s view was obscured by at 1145 hours. The aircraft at once
the aircraft, and nothing more was seen of the towards it, and on closer approach identifi^^^
U-Boat. Three minutes later many patches of U-Boat, with one gun fairly close ahead of ^
thin oil, var5dng from-two to six feet in diameter, conning-tower, proceeding at 12 knots.
were seen on the surface where the explosions had Torpex depth-charges were released from I5n ̂
occurred, over an area of 100 ft. across. These in an attack from the U-Boat’s port quarter^^
oil patches were still visible nearly an hour later, angle of 20° to the track, 20 seconds after it^V^
It is evident that the U-Boat was thoroughly disappeared. The tail-gunner saw the
upset and suffered damage to the fuel tanks, charges di-op on the line of the U-Boat’s ad
(47° 49' N., 13° 02' W.) 75-80 yards ahead of the swirl, but thoug^^^®

(53° 59' N., 00° 56' W.)

the

over
the

centre of the stick overshot. Inunediatelv '
Another Searchlight Attack the explosion the U-Boat surfaced on the

Wellington A/172 was flying over the Bay of niean course, but steering was erratic, and
Biscay at 0120 hours on 27th October, when a aircraft, which, had circled ready for a bo
Special Equipment contact was received 4^ miles attack, approached up track and released
on the starboard bow. At a distance of about a A/S bomb, which exploded 20-30 yards off
mile and a quarter the U-Boat was sighted visually U-Boat’s starboard bow. While the U-Boat
and at half a mile it was picked up with the search- on the surface, it fired at the Hudson with cau''^
light. It was a 517-tonner, with a cannon aft on and machine-gun, the aircraft replying
the conning-tower. The aircraft attacked head 500 rounds from the turret and one burst of i ̂
on, on the reciprocal of the U-Boat's tracks, with rounds from the front guns. The aircraft Was
four Torpex depth-charges, which exploded be- in the tail-plane by cannon-shell, and shortly
tween the bows and the conning-tower, completely the bomb attack was obliged to set course for
enveloping everything forward of the conning- Un paper both these attacks were out of
tower in spray. The rear gunner raked the deck range, the bomb falling out of damaging rau©^^
with 200 rounds. On the second run, made from ● well, but the fact that the U-Boat reapp^
the starboard beam three minutes after the the surface suggests that the depth-cha ^
first, the U-Boat was found lying stationary attack did sufficient damage to make it impos^^®
2^3 lengths ahead of the explosion marks. It for the U-Boat to continue diving. (37° 3s*
opened fire with its cannon, and the Wellington’s 02° 22' W.)

rear gunner replied with 300 rounds. After this
no more was seen of the U-Boat, and no further An Almost Certain Kill

S.E. contacts on it could be obtained. (45° 30' N.,
10° 55' W.)

A Lost Opportunity

the

as

U.S.N. P.B.Y. H/84 v/as patrolling north
Iceland on 5th November at 1120 hours
visibility five miles, when a 517-ton Ge^
U-Boat was sighted four miles away on th

● ^
■Vl

%

e^^
An excellent opportunity of sinking a U-Boat bow. The crew of the aircraft thought they

was lost by a Hudson pilot because of a mistaken see " U.IO ’’ painted on the conning-tower
belief that his depth-charges would not prove aircraft turned to attack, and simiiltaneou^yy
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oil-bubbles and debris that followed this attack, the pilot was quite right not to carry out Mtmg
together with the reappearance at a steep angle, procedure ;  with first-class attacks it iS' ihGre
indicate serious trouble, and the slow disappear- important to keep on the scene so as to be^able
ance still bows up may mean such loss of control to note and photograph significant after-resmts.
as to result in eventual foundering. In this case (46° 27' N., 08° 43' W.)

The Employment of Aircraft in Convoy Protection
The effectiveness of aircraft used offensively

as a means of ensuring'the safe passage of convoys
has been a matter of known fact for many
months past. Experience has shown, and it is
borne out by the charts opposite page 9 of the
August, 1942, number of the Monthly Anti-
Submarine Report, that such action can drive
out and virtually neutralise the U-Boat within
the range of aircraft, provided that the latter are
used in the best manner to exploit their inherent
advantages. In the words of a recent article : —

" It is not difficult to see why submarines
fear aircraft more greatly than they fear
surface craft. In the case of the surface
craft, it is usually the submarine which brings
off surprise, and owing to its ability to di\'e
and its high speed on the surface, the
submarine has a very good chance of evading
the counter-attack. When faced with air

craft, however, the speed and manoeuvrability
which enable the submarine to avoid the

surface vessel are entirely inadequate.”

There is nothing particularly new in this, as an
enquiry into convoy safety and sinkings during
the last 18 months will show, but in order to
illustrate the point, the cases of five recent
.convoys have been chosen for analysis. Their
track charts are given in Charts 2-6.*

known to be in the area of the convoy on the
14th does not preclude the possibility of their
actual numbers having been higher.

It was therefore decided that the addition of a
close escort to the offensive sweeps planned would
be justified. Accordingly, one Catalina (73 U.S.
Squadron) was detailed for this duty, while two
further Catalinas (73 U.S. Squadron), two Hudsons
(269 Squadron) and one Liberator (120 Squadron)
carried out offensive sweeps ahead of the convoy
throughout the day of the 14th.

The actions which resulted showed clearly
that a correct appreciation had been made. It
transpired that there were at least four U-Boats
present, two on either bow of the convoy. Sightings
were obtained by the Catalinas at 0925,0950,1100
1300 and 1404 hours. The first three U-Boats
sighted submerged before an attack could be
made, the fourth was attacked after 60 seconds
and the fifth remained on the surface—^five
men on deck are believed to have been hit witb
machine-gun fire. During the attack another
U-Boat was sighted two miles distant.
1840 the Liberator sighted a U-Boat in positiori

57° 24' N., 25° 07' W. . and made a good bnt
inconclusive attack.

This action prevented a heavy attack on
the convoy from materialising, but during the
night there was evidence of some U-Boats still
■  the neighbourhood of the convoy. One contact
was obtained by an escort vessel and an attack
was made. 15th September opened with very
adverse, weather conditions and three aircra^
failed to contact the convoy. A fourth was
homed on to it by 1031 hours, and continuous
escort was maintained with two further aircraft
until 1723 hours. This successful homing and
escort removed the last vestiges of threat apd
the convoy arrived safely in port two days later
without loss after it had once come under
cover.

This action brings out the following points
which are worth noting :—

[a) Offensive action, even if, as in this case

it does not result in sinkings, is capably
of breaking up a concentration in
approaching the convoy area.

(&) The proper use of air cover enables tfi^
S.N.O. Escort to dispose his escort
vessels to provide the highest protection

for the convoy in those areas where they
are likely to be most effective. This

a matter of considerable importance
where the surface escort is relatively
light,

(c) Great value attaches to homing procedure
and to' communications between the
escorting aircraft and the S.N.O.
Convov.

m

air

Or

HXm (Chart 2)

This convoy left Canada in the early part
of September, 1942, and the voyage was un
eventful until Sunday the 13th, when a report
was received of the probable presence of a
U-Boat shadowing the convoy. It was hoped,
however, that action by one of the escort vessels
had prevented contact , being obtained. The
convoy was then approximately in 56° 00' N
30° 00' W.

Whether or not this particular U-Boat

put off the scent, subsequent events proved that
the existence of the convoy was suspected. During
the hours of daylight on the 13th, an offensive

sweep of three Catalinas (73 U.S. Squadron) from
Iceland was laid on between 0645 hours and

1850 hours to cover the area ahead of the convoy
betw’een 57° and 59° N. and 22° and 26° W. At

1430 one Catalina sighted a U-Boat at 57° 33' N.,
22° 00' W. An attack was made without positive

result, but it put down the U-Boat and probably
deprived it of any chance of carrying out
interception. This sighting indicated that in
all probability September 14th would be a
critical day. Further, during the night of the
13th/14th at least two U-Boats were believed to be

. within 10 miles of the convoy. In retrospect,
all the symptoms were present of a gathering
concentration, and the fact that four U-Boats were

was

an

* Close escort by aircraft is indicated by a thick bar on the otherwise thin line of the convoy’s route. Offensive
Sweeps by aircraft are shown as rectangles, with the Squadron letters and number attached whenever known. Afi
U-Boats sighted are marked by solid symbols, to some of which an arrow is added to indicate the course at time of
sighting. The approximate position at which each merchant-vessel was torpedoed is given by a symbol of a sinking sliip.
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{d) As in most instances of convoy attacks,
U-Boat concentrations and attack were
rapidly built up. The reply to this is a
continuous offensive directed against
the U-Boat in transit or in its patrol
billet with the intention of destroying
or at least delaying, so that the timing
of the attack miscarries and thie U-Boat
fails to reach the area and make contact

before the convoy has passed.

Two Catalinas (73 U.S. Squadron) and.
Liberator (120 Squadron) were sent out as close
escort from Iceland on the 22nd, but aU failed
to find the main body of the convoy. A second
Liberator (also 120 Squadron) established touch
with part of the escort force at 1035 and, at their
request, was instrumental in rounding up a section
of the dispersed convoy during the three hours it
could remain in the area. This took place in the -
vicinity of 59° 24' N., 33° 59' W.

One of the Catalinas found four stragglers
during the morning, and in the early afternoon
sighted a U-Boat in position 59° 48' N., 31° 19' W.,
course 045° true and 30 miles north-east of

the stragglers.* The U-Boat submerged and
was attacked ten seconds later; it resurface<J to
submerge subsequently stem first. One Liberator
when retmning to base sighted a U-Boat which
was put down before an attack could be brought
off. U-Boats continued in contact with the convoy
and sank two ships as noted above.

On the following day, the 23rd, two Catalinas
(73 U.S. Squadron) and one Liberator (120
Squadron) escorted the convoy between 0900 hours
and 1800 hours in position approximately
58° 30' N., 30° 00' W. Although without question
U-boats were still close to the convoy, no sightings
were made. A search for stragglers was made in
response to the S.N.O.’s request and one merchant
vessel was shown the way to the main body.

The events of 23rd and 24th September show
clearly how, although close escort may prove a
very present help to the convoy in times of trouble,
offensive action is necessary to break up the
potential source of danger. On the 24th a
Liberator (120 Squadron) on an anti-submarine
sweep sighted U-Boats in the convoy area at
1257, 1334, 1510, 1519 and 1543 hours. These
were attacked with depth charges, A/S bombs
and machine-gun fire, one at least being probably
seriously damaged. In one of the two remaining
incidents the U-Boat was forced to submerge and
a destroyer and a corvette were directed to its
position. One Catalina attacked a U-Boat near
the convoy at about 1858, and a second at 1958
sighted a U-Boat at conning-tower depth in
position 58° 56' N., 25° 24' W., five miles from a
straggler.

one

HX. 809 (Chart 3)

HX. 209 came into an area of probable danger
on the evening of 3rd October, and a sweep be
tween approximately 58° and 60° N. and 30° and
32° W. was carried out by two Catalinas (73 U.S.
Squadron) from Iceland without incident on
the 4th. A Liberator (120 Squadron) was also
despatched as escort but failed to meet.

No U-Boat put in an appearance, although
there was an uneasy feeling that 5lii October
would be critical. The action taken to guard
against this may be summarized as follows :—

[a) Five Catalinas (four of 73 U.S. Squadron
and one of 84 U.S. Squadron) main
tained close escort from *0445 until
2013 hours from Iceland.

(6) Four Hudsons (269 Squadron) maintained
an offensive sweep in the convoy area
from 0830-1708 from Iceland,

(c) One Catalina (330 Norwegian Squadron)
swept to the north of the convoy
between 0803 and 1558 hours.

{d) Three Fortresses (206 Squadron) main
tained an offensive sweep between 0939
hours and 1926 hours.

(<?) One Liberator (120 Squadron) carried out
a search between 1232 hours and 2222
hours.

(/) One Catalina (73 U.S. Squadron) swept
the area between 1744 and 2027 hours.

A total of 15 sorties was made with the following
results:—

10Sightings of U-Boats ..
Attacks .. 7

(one officially assessed as Known Sunk—
269 Squadron).

Patrols were laid on during the following day . .  ● t. , ●
and one isolated sighting was made. It was This ofensive action had its effect. It broke the
patent, however, that the attack had been effec- pack cohesion and from the evening of 24th
tively broken up by air action. The convoy September until the convoy arrived in port on
reached port on 8th October having suffered no 25th September,,no further sightings were made,
losses from U-Boat action whilst under air cover. nor did any attacks materialize.

The experience of this convoy is a particularly
instructive one, some of the points to note being:—

{a) The sinkings which took place on the
22nd and during the night of the 23rd,
during the absence of aircraft;

{b) The value of close escort bn the 23rd, as
a defensive measure, but its inability
decisively to break the threat hanging
over the convoy;

(c) The conclusive action of the 24th which
meant the final abandonment of the
U-Boat attack;

(d) The degree of co-operation between the
aircraft and the escort in shepherding a
scattered convoy and in directing
surface vessels to profitable areas of
search;

f.

SC. 100 (Chart 4)

Exceptionally bad weather conditions character
ized the attack upon this convoy, and resulted not
only in the despatch of aircraft being impossible
until 22nd September, but also in the convoy being
forced to heave-to and become scattered. Conse

quently, when it was possible to send out aircraft,
considerable difficulty was experienced in meeting

This convoy may have been shadowed before the
Western air escort were forced to leave it: in any
case there is evidence that at least two U-Boats
were in contact with it on 19th, 20th and 21st

September. One vessel was sunk on the 20th
between 35° and 40° W, two on the 22nd between
33° and 35° W., and one on the 23rd in the same
area.

it.
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(e) The importance of homing procedure and Command cover on the 15th. The main lesson to
the need for perseverance in adverse be learned from it is the proper distribution of
weather conditions ; one Liberator on available resources—^the air to break and hamper
22nd September carried out the pro- contact already obtained (15th October) and to
cedure for three hours without success, attack U-Boats converging on the convoy area,
although his track later showed hinni the surface escort to provide offensive close escort,
to have been within 50 miles of the In this instance the latter was particularly success-
probable position of the convoy ; ful, three U-Boats being claimed as sunk, two by

ramming and one by other means.(/) The ability of aircraft to operate in bad
weather, as well as their limitations in
this respect, and to 'sight and attack

, despite the sea and air conditions— SC., 107 (Chart 6)

one attack was made when a 60 m.p.h. sC. 107 was picked up by U-Boats off New
gale was blowing. foundland at least as early as 29th October during

In the interests of brevity notes upon the the early stages of her voyage. Close escort
remaining two convoys will be condensed. Study resulted in two air attacks on U-Boats on the
of the track charts will supplement the written convoy route, while a single anti-submarine sweep
word. produced a sighting followed by an attack (which

was abortive for technical reasons) some distance
off it. A returning aircraft also made a fortuitous
sighting and attack considerably ahead of and

SC. 104 was probably first sighted by U-Boats away from the convoy. This was insufficient to
■  on 11th October within 300 miles of Newfoundland, break the contact so that even before the convoy '
Close escort was provided during the day periods was 400 miles from the Canadian shore sinkings
from 6th to 8th October and 10th to 12th October, began. Between 2nd November and the morning
after which it ceased. On the night of the 12th/13th of the 5th,-16 ships in all were sunk, and the
three ships were sunk and again on the 13th/14th U-Boats were still in touch. The following was
six more, sinkings taking place between 53° and the sequence of events, the convoy at the time
55° N. and 42° and 45° W. Further attacks on being some 700 nautical miles from Iceland
the 14th/15th were beaten off by the surface
escort.

SC. 104 (Chart 5) .

(a) Two Liberators (120 Squadron) main
tained close escort from 1108 to 1953
hours on the 5th, making three sight
ings and two attacks. While

assessment is awaited, there are strone-
grounds for believing that one U-Boat
was sunk, while the second attack
also promising.

Was

Weather conditions were very bad throughout
and it was not possible to send out aircraft
until'early on the 15th, when SC. 104 was approxi
mately 960 nautical miles from Lough Erne and
660 nautical miles from Iceland. The summary of
events is as follows :—

(a) On 15th October one Liberator (120
Squadron) swept the convoy area be
tween 1147 and 1753 hours, and made
two sightings and two attacks. A
second Liberator on close escort failed

to meet the convoy, 1400-2039 hours.

(b) On 16th October one Liberator (120
Squadron) carried out a close escort
from 0900 hours to 1355 hours and put
down one U-Boat immediately on
arrival. A second failed to meet, but
sighted and attacked a U-Boat to the

north of the convoy,

(c) Catalinas (73 and 84 U.S. Squadrons)
carried out offensive sweeps to the
northward of the convoy between 0840
and 1226, making three sightings and
two attacks.

(d) One Catalina (73 U.S. Squadron), one
Catalina (330 Norwegian. Squadron) and
three Hudsons (269 Squadron) also
swept areas to the north of the convoy,
of which details are unknown, between
1403 hours and 2045 hours.

(e) On 17th October, four Catalinas (73 and
84 U.S. Squadrons) swept areas north
of the convoy between 0843 and 1843

hours. One Liberator swept the
voy area between 0739 and 1742 hours,

whffe a second (0843 to 1738 hours),
which failed to meet the I"

operating in the convoy area.

(6) Two Catalinas (84 U.S. Squadron) swent
an area north of the convoy on the 5th ̂

(c) On the 6th, two Catalinas (84 u S
Squadron) provided escort betwPA *

1350 and 1538 hours and between ifUc
and 1815 hours respectively, whil^
seven Hudsons (269 Squadron)* carriH
out offensive sweeps between 1047
1611 hours. and

{d) On the 7th one Catalina (84 U.S. Squad
ron) provided close escort betw^
1444 and 1600 hours, while
Hudsons of 269 Squadron, and

Fortresses of 206 Squadron from

United Kingdom, carried out sweeps" j
the area. In addition, one Catali
(84 U.S. Squadron) and one Hud
(269 Squadron) failed to meet.

{e) Further sweeps were carried out on

8th by three Fortresses (220 Squadron ̂
from the United Kingdom, and tw
Hudsons (269 Squadron), the ^
arriving on 11th November, once
without loss after it had been

by Coastal Command aircraft.

One possible criticism of this operation is the
large-scale protection given after it was well within
the 400-mile line, which proved an uneconomical
use of aircraft, as the U-Boat pack had clearly
dispersed. It is possible, however, that a small

.  proportion of the effort may have been in aid

convoy
~ more
mached

con-

convoy, was

of
The convoy arrived on 21st October, having the SCL(A) 107, although this w'ould apply to

suffered no casualties since it canie under Coastal northern rather than the western patrols.
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dominant note in the case of the diluted, half^ ■
trained and sometimes scratch crews of the oyei=
expanded U-Boat service. A close attack is*
never wasted, however disappointing to you the
visual after effects may be.

Remember that, ceaselessly, there goes on the
design and development of better weapons. Also
remember that the present methods and weapons,
inadequate though they may seem to you, have*
driven the patrolling U-Boats out to a 500-600
miles radius from our air bases, made the U-Boats*
journey on passage to and from their bases a
nightmare and prevented pack attacks on convoys
within air range.

and gape depending on the proximity of detonation.
Quite an extensive split can be kept imder control
just long enough to exhaust the aircraft’s P.L.E. ;
mu(± damage can be inflicted to external tanks,
auxiliary machinery, electrical circuits, fittings,
switchboards, cells, etc., which do not resiflt
either in immediate resurfacing or immediate
foundering, but which might end hoturs or days
later, in the loss of the U-Boat. Above all,
there is the morale effect of a close attack about
which you all have learnt in other articles or
memoranda and which plays a constant theme
note in all submarine crews’ lives be they German,
Italian or our own. It plays and has played a

X If a U-Boat opens fire
Success in any form of combat, be it armed or

unarmed, is very largely dependent upon in
telligent anticipation of the enemy’s next move.
This is particularly important when tackling
the wily U-Boat from the air.

in front of the bridge to fire over an effective
arc from right ahead to 90 degrees either side.

It will be appreciated that when in moments of
intense excitement all their guns are tr5dng to

The object of fire at the one aircraft at the same time, life on the
this article is to present a few ideas to aircraft bridge of the U-Boat may be somewhat hazardous
crews which may enable them to anticipate for An example is provided by the unfortunate
them^lves what me enemy s next move may be Italian midshipman who popped his head out
and how shomd apply suitable counter- of the conning tower hatch to see what all the
measures when a U-Boat engages them by row was about and promptly lost it. His headless
gunfire. body fell down into the Control Room to provide

a gruesome reminder of the encounter for the
of the patrol.

1

''M

Naturally, any U-Boat which is so damaged
that it cannot dive wiU man its guns in defence,
but there have also been cases, particularly The moment of greatest danger for an attackin
among Italians, of commanders electing to fight aircraft is when it is flying straight and lev^
it out on the surface instead of diving, and this 50 ft. towards the U-Boat, offering a no
tendency is likely to grow more and more wide- deflection shot. The effectiveness of the U-Boat’s
spread as the destructive effects of the latest hre under these conditions will depend entirelv
depth-charges become better known. For the upon the amount of armament the aircraft can
submarine’s fire, even if it scores no hits, will at bring to bear on the run in.
least make it more difiicult for the aircraft to It may be argued that* -303’s are of little ^
press home a well-placed attack; and in any against a 20-mm. cannon because of the latte
case it is nicer to defend, yourself than wait superior range and penetrating power. It ●
passively for your enemy to do his worst. unlikely, however, that the cannon wiU be accural

at ranges in excess of 800 yards—at which ran»^
a  -303 will most effectively kill unprotected
personnel, all we require in this case. (In fact 'f
the sighting difficulties can be overcome, a ’
strike will kill at twice this range.) Turret
are usually harmonised at 400 yards, but
bullet drop in travelling an extra 400 yards" "
only eleven feet, to offset which we have a '
superior density of fire.

There is one very important point which ●
generally overlooked in the excitement of action^

,  namely that if a U-Boat engages with
cannon fire she is obviously not going to div

What we are chiefly up against then is the If the U-Boat is not going to dive there i
20-mm. cannon backed up at close range by longer any need to attack in the shortest possiKi
machine-gun fire. The cannon is mounted on space of time. The aircraft can break off
a circular open platform in rear of the conning- attack before getting dangerously close then
tower with an all-round arc of fire, save for the round the U-Boat at about 800 yards range ani^
low angle restnction on forward bearings im- bring all guns to bear. These tactics usuali
posed by the bndge superstnicture plus personnel produce a high mortality rate among the
on the bridge platform who may have their heads crews on the upper deck, resulting in a sudS^
in the line of fire. Light machine guns can be decision on the part of the U-Boat captain
mounted on each side of the bridge to fi re on zum Teufel gehen, i.e., “ get to hell out of i
their respective sides and one could be mounted leaving the aircraft with a “ sitter.

rest

Use
r’s

Consider the weapons available to the enemy.
He may have one or two 3-in. or 4-in. guns
which in local control may be used to put up
barrage, but not a very effective one, at about
1,000 yards. He will have one, possibly two,
20-mm. cannon and up to three light machine
guns. This may seem a formidable array, but
actually the most commonly met types of
U-Boat, the German 500- and 700-ton class,
cannot use their heavy guns at high angles
they are designed for offensive use against
merchant vessels.
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II.-OTHER OPERATIONAL FLYING

Attacks on £nemy Shipping, Septenih6ir—Noveniber
supposing that either suffered damage. Photor
graphs enabled these v^els to be identified as
the Annaliese Essherger, 5,173 tons, and the
Kota Nopan, 7,277 tons.

At the very end of November, aircaraft of
10 (R.A.A.F.), 311 and 405 Squadrons sighted
and attacked a vessel escorted, when first seen, by
two Elhing class destroyers and two othCT escort
vessels on a westerly course; from poor photo
graphs the merchant vessel has been identified
as the Italian Cortelazzo 5,252 tons,

Previous to this episode there had been another
flurry of outward bound vessels in the early part
of October. Of the four ships that left Bordeaux at
that time, three, the German Burgenkmd 7,3^
tons ; Belgrano, 6,095 tons, anjd a Silvaplana type
vessel of 5,000 tons, were seen by our aircraft, and
the Belgrano seems to hkve s^ered superficial
damage in the ensuing attacks. She was reported
to have visited the Spanish port of Ferrol,
immediately after these attacks, where she
mained for several da5rs before disappearing. As
reported in the previous issue, aircraft taking part
in these operations were drawn from Nos. 10
(R.A.A.F.), 461, 304, 502 and 51 Squadrons.

In addition to merchant vessels trying to leave
German-occupied territories for other enemy
countries in the East, there have been signs that
some enemy-owned tankers may intend to do so
too. One particularly persistent vessel, probably
the ex-Norwegian Krossfonn, which is believed to
have been renamed Spichern, 9,323 tons, has been
sighted and attacked three times by our aircraft,
and while she was forced back to port on both
of the first two occasions, she has been reported

having arrived in a Spanish port, in a damaged
condition, following the third encounter. There

seems to be no doubt that it was an attack by
S/172 in the early morning of 11th November that
has concluded, for some time, the present series of

attempts by this vessel to escape abroad.
The following are a few examples of what the

arrival in Europe of a blockade runner of the

6,000-ton class means
If the cargo were 4,000 tons of rubber, it would

equip four armoured divisions with all their
needs for a year. Recent reports suggest that
considerable quantities of rubber have been

arriving in Germany lately and it is even reported
that the proportion of real rubber in tyres has
risen from 5 per cent, to 30 per cent, Whether

or not these percentages are correct, an analysis
of captured enemy aircraft tyres shows that
the proportion of natural rubber has, in fact,
increased recently.

Another interesting example is the effect
the German margarine ration.

re-

as

on
The arrival

of 5,000 tons of vegetable oil is enough to maintain
the ration for 14 days, and such a cargo would
be about a half or a third of a normal tanker's

capacity.

There is one aspect of all the above sightings
which it is well to remember. Obviously it
would be best if we could sink these blockade
runners. For various reasons, that has so far

were

Biscay Area
Activity here increased during the past three

months, the t5q)es of traffic remaining as before,
i.e.:—

(1) Iron ore cargoes from Spain to France,
together with

(2) general cargoes from Spanish and Portu
guese ports, and

(3) the increasingly important blockade
running to and from the Far East.

The first' type is being maintained to an in
creasing extent by the small coaster type vessels

plying, between Bilbao and Bayonne, as most of
the larger vessels that used to go on to Bordeaux
to unload have been withdrawn and passed up
the Channel into the North Sea. As a result,
there are now probably only two of the larger
vessels left in this trade, the German ScImy-
lachbergey, of 2,844 tons, and the Spanish Kauldi,
3,157 tons, which sails under the Spanish flag. It
is probable that a southbound vessel attacked on
26th November by M/59 a few miles from Bayonne,
with unknown result, was the former of these

ships returning to Bilbao to pick up another
With this exception, nothing has been

of the vessels engaged in this trade, which is

not unexpected as they invariably hug the coast,
and move as far as possible by night.
The second class of traffic, in cargoes of a general

nature, continues to be carried to Bilbao, thence
.  3ayoune in small Portuguese and Spanish
essels. These, like the iron ore ships, hug the
oct and would probably be indistinguishable

C the local traffic,
for the blockade running, this has increased

.  i^Qth volume and importance, a number of
els having left or arrived at Bordeaux dimng

Hie thro® months. Arrivals totalled three vessels,
^ viirh have been indentified as the German

Dresden, 7,840 tons, and
i  7,363 tons. The last was sighted and

^

two
cargo,
seen

Viiected ^ number of attacks throughout the
6th, 7th and 8th November, by aircraft of

XT ’ 502, and 59 Squadrons, and by
.^^'aft of No. 10 (Bomber) O.T.U., while approach-

^^^*^and entering the Gironde. Her presence
on Bordeaux suggests that no sub-

^^utial damage was inflicted. The other two
els reached Bordeaux unobserved a few days

Wore this incident, probably during a spell of
K 1 weather- It is notable that of some 15 ships
+h t have run the blockade since the beginning of
thfs vear, no less than 12 have been sighted by

aircraft, which seems to show that bad

weather is necessary to enable a surface vessel to

^io through our network of patrols undetected.

At the same time as the Kulmerland was
anoroaching Bordeaux, two other ships

that port. Both were spotted and attacked

bv aircraft drawn from Nos. 502, 59, 461, 224 and
M\i qnuadrons, as well as from No. 330 Squadron

/ySA) nnd No. 10 (Bomber) O.T.U. But in
both’ cases the last sighting showed that marked
progress had been made towards the open
Atlantic, so there is unfortunately no reason for

ing
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been a difficult feat, but because we may sight have proceeded up Channel to a Nogt^' ij;;
and not sinlc one, it does not mean that we have destination, but Bomber Command ,
failed in our task. Photographs taken during hit Solglimt to such effect, a few da}^ aft^
the encounter may enable the vessel to be arrival at Cherbourg, that the programpie liaisi , <
identified ; the enemy's programme can then had to be modified. She at least \yill not be sffile
be estimated, and in the case of outward bound to proceed usefully for several months,
vessels, a description and orders for a look-out Several other ships moved up th(e. Chanfiel^,,

■

can be signalled to the fleets and air forces including one of the Neumark raider typej. "Qiait
of our allies, scattered over the seven seas. It is had been in Havre, and a 380-foot mercKgnt
a long way from Bordeaux to Kobe, and inter- vessel which had also been in that port. .Tbe’
.ception is always a possibility, if the ship is known latter was attacked by a Hudson of 320 Squ9.drba'
to have broken out. Two of the ships mentioned on 17th October, off Gris Nez, a direct hit being
as having been sighted by aircraft were in fact scored, and a few days later reconnaissance
later intercepted by surface craft. . The AnnaMese revealed that she had been beached within, a
Essherger was found by naval forces off Freetown, few miles of the scene of the attack,
a fortnight after the first sighting, and scuttled
herself to avoid capture. A hunt for the Cortelazzo
was laid on, the day of the sighting, and after a
chase she surrendered, but the weather proved
too bad to. take her in prize and she had to be
sunk.

In the reverse direction a heavily escorted
ship moving down Channel on llth/12th October-
was attacked by surface forces, and the fact that
nothing further has been seen of h^r suggests
that she was sunk.

Little is known about the sailing times and
routes of the blockade runners, but recent sightings
suggest that inward bound vessels make landfall ,  „ ,  , , ^
on the north coast of Spain, and proceed fairly abnormally bad, and no -doubt caused many
close inshore until they are picked up by their delays to, and irregular running of, the convoys
escort. Outward bound vessels, on the- other route,
hand, seem to be routed through the middle of All the indications point to a continuation of
the Bay, and it may be no coincidence that they the majority of departures from the Hook around
appear to set out at about the same time as an 1000 hours ; escorts have remained unchanged in
inward bound ship is due to arrive. Escorts number at about five patrol vessels, and fre-
seem to pick up and leave their charge in the quently a sperrbrecher. Speeds continue to ^

‘  neighbourhood of 6°W., and consist of Elbing average 8 knots,
cl^s destroyers, T.B.s, minesweepers, or armed
trawlers. It is also likely that

Hook-Elbe Area

Weather during September and October was

One of the best known of the sperrbrechers 6n
a sperrbrecher this route, as noted in the previous issue (No. Q\

acts as escort at the beginning (or end) of the was seen in October by a Beaufighter of 236
voyage while the immediate coastal area is being Squadron being towed stem first, with a consider-
negotiated. able part of its bows missing, obviously blown

off by a mine. An occurrence such as this is a
considerable embarrassment to the enemy

This area has remained comparatively inactive, now, as owing to the very heavy mining that has
but there have been a few incidents of interest, taken place in these waters, he can ill afford
As mentioned above, further withdrawals have lose the services of even one of these vessels,

been made from the fleet of larger iron ore vessels is probable that in some cases convoys will be
engaged on the BUbao-Bordeaux trade, and those noticed with additional minesweepers preceding
vessels concerned have followed the example . them, until a substitute has been found to replac
of the earlier ones, and moved from the Biscay this ship. ®
area to the North Sea in easy stages from one Westbound convoys still seem to aim a+
port to another. The Mombaldo made the reaching the Hook in the afternoon, and onlv i
journey early in October, and the Drepanum exceptional cases, and then probably due onlv f
followed later in the month. The Leesee is the weather, does there seem to be any moveiuenf
latest to attempt the voyage, and her presence down the southern half of the Dutch

at Brest on 15th November, together with a night,

ve^ls suggests that BaUoons continue to be flown by a good
y ave passed up the Channel. portion of merchant ships, and a report sugjp«t'

The movements of t

coast at

wo vessels of an unusual that in some cases they are being moored to
type, at the beginning of September, gave rise ship by two cables, one from the stem, and
to some speculation. These were the whale oil other from amidships or forward, but no vi<ii i
factory sliips Ole Wegger and Solglimt, both of confirmation of this development has ^
about 12,200 tons. obtained.

Channel Area

to
It

C

^ Cherbourg for many Reconnaissance of the Dutch and German norf
months, but on 7th September moved to Havre, has been exceptionally scanty, so that the sha^
and thence up the Seine to Rouen, where, as far reduction in the amount of shipping seen in
as IS known, she remains. A few days earher Waalhaven at Rotterdam, on the most rer^!
the Solglimt, which had been at Nantes for a cover, cannot be taken as more than an indicati ^
considerable time, started moving, and by stages that there may have been a falling off in imnorf
made her way to Cherbourg, where she arrived to that port. Such a development at this tim^
on the 9th. It is not known what role was in- of year would not be surprising ; mining
tended for these two ships, nor why they were and dockhand difficulties, may have been conw’
suddenly brought out of retirement at the same butory causes. A substantial increase in th
time. The most likely intention is that after barge content of Ghent, illustrates the trend ^
having loaded at a Seine port, they were to these vessels to be returned to normal

On

of
commercial
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dominant note in the case of the diluted, half^ ■
trained and sometimes scratch crews of the oyei=
expanded U-Boat service. A close attack is*
never wasted, however disappointing to you the
visual after effects may be.

Remember that, ceaselessly, there goes on the
design and development of better weapons. Also
remember that the present methods and weapons,
inadequate though they may seem to you, have*
driven the patrolling U-Boats out to a 500-600
miles radius from our air bases, made the U-Boats*
journey on passage to and from their bases a
nightmare and prevented pack attacks on convoys
within air range.

and gape depending on the proximity of detonation.
Quite an extensive split can be kept imder control
just long enough to exhaust the aircraft’s P.L.E. ;
mu(± damage can be inflicted to external tanks,
auxiliary machinery, electrical circuits, fittings,
switchboards, cells, etc., which do not resiflt
either in immediate resurfacing or immediate
foundering, but which might end hoturs or days
later, in the loss of the U-Boat. Above all,
there is the morale effect of a close attack about
which you all have learnt in other articles or
memoranda and which plays a constant theme
note in all submarine crews’ lives be they German,
Italian or our own. It plays and has played a

X If a U-Boat opens fire
Success in any form of combat, be it armed or

unarmed, is very largely dependent upon in
telligent anticipation of the enemy’s next move.
This is particularly important when tackling
the wily U-Boat from the air.

in front of the bridge to fire over an effective
arc from right ahead to 90 degrees either side.

It will be appreciated that when in moments of
intense excitement all their guns are tr5dng to

The object of fire at the one aircraft at the same time, life on the
this article is to present a few ideas to aircraft bridge of the U-Boat may be somewhat hazardous
crews which may enable them to anticipate for An example is provided by the unfortunate
them^lves what me enemy s next move may be Italian midshipman who popped his head out
and how shomd apply suitable counter- of the conning tower hatch to see what all the
measures when a U-Boat engages them by row was about and promptly lost it. His headless
gunfire. body fell down into the Control Room to provide

a gruesome reminder of the encounter for the
of the patrol.

1

''M

Naturally, any U-Boat which is so damaged
that it cannot dive wiU man its guns in defence,
but there have also been cases, particularly The moment of greatest danger for an attackin
among Italians, of commanders electing to fight aircraft is when it is flying straight and lev^
it out on the surface instead of diving, and this 50 ft. towards the U-Boat, offering a no
tendency is likely to grow more and more wide- deflection shot. The effectiveness of the U-Boat’s
spread as the destructive effects of the latest hre under these conditions will depend entirelv
depth-charges become better known. For the upon the amount of armament the aircraft can
submarine’s fire, even if it scores no hits, will at bring to bear on the run in.
least make it more difiicult for the aircraft to It may be argued that* -303’s are of little ^
press home a well-placed attack; and in any against a 20-mm. cannon because of the latte
case it is nicer to defend, yourself than wait superior range and penetrating power. It ●
passively for your enemy to do his worst. unlikely, however, that the cannon wiU be accural

at ranges in excess of 800 yards—at which ran»^
a  -303 will most effectively kill unprotected
personnel, all we require in this case. (In fact 'f
the sighting difficulties can be overcome, a ’
strike will kill at twice this range.) Turret
are usually harmonised at 400 yards, but
bullet drop in travelling an extra 400 yards" "
only eleven feet, to offset which we have a '
superior density of fire.

There is one very important point which ●
generally overlooked in the excitement of action^

,  namely that if a U-Boat engages with
cannon fire she is obviously not going to div

What we are chiefly up against then is the If the U-Boat is not going to dive there i
20-mm. cannon backed up at close range by longer any need to attack in the shortest possiKi
machine-gun fire. The cannon is mounted on space of time. The aircraft can break off
a circular open platform in rear of the conning- attack before getting dangerously close then
tower with an all-round arc of fire, save for the round the U-Boat at about 800 yards range ani^
low angle restnction on forward bearings im- bring all guns to bear. These tactics usuali
posed by the bndge superstnicture plus personnel produce a high mortality rate among the
on the bridge platform who may have their heads crews on the upper deck, resulting in a sudS^
in the line of fire. Light machine guns can be decision on the part of the U-Boat captain
mounted on each side of the bridge to fi re on zum Teufel gehen, i.e., “ get to hell out of i
their respective sides and one could be mounted leaving the aircraft with a “ sitter.

rest

Use
r’s

Consider the weapons available to the enemy.
He may have one or two 3-in. or 4-in. guns
which in local control may be used to put up
barrage, but not a very effective one, at about
1,000 yards. He will have one, possibly two,
20-mm. cannon and up to three light machine
guns. This may seem a formidable array, but
actually the most commonly met types of
U-Boat, the German 500- and 700-ton class,
cannot use their heavy guns at high angles
they are designed for offensive use against
merchant vessels.
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II.-OTHER OPERATIONAL FLYING

Attacks on £nemy Shipping, Septenih6ir—Noveniber
supposing that either suffered damage. Photor
graphs enabled these v^els to be identified as
the Annaliese Essherger, 5,173 tons, and the
Kota Nopan, 7,277 tons.

At the very end of November, aircaraft of
10 (R.A.A.F.), 311 and 405 Squadrons sighted
and attacked a vessel escorted, when first seen, by
two Elhing class destroyers and two othCT escort
vessels on a westerly course; from poor photo
graphs the merchant vessel has been identified
as the Italian Cortelazzo 5,252 tons,

Previous to this episode there had been another
flurry of outward bound vessels in the early part
of October. Of the four ships that left Bordeaux at
that time, three, the German Burgenkmd 7,3^
tons ; Belgrano, 6,095 tons, anjd a Silvaplana type
vessel of 5,000 tons, were seen by our aircraft, and
the Belgrano seems to hkve s^ered superficial
damage in the ensuing attacks. She was reported
to have visited the Spanish port of Ferrol,
immediately after these attacks, where she
mained for several da5rs before disappearing. As
reported in the previous issue, aircraft taking part
in these operations were drawn from Nos. 10
(R.A.A.F.), 461, 304, 502 and 51 Squadrons.

In addition to merchant vessels trying to leave
German-occupied territories for other enemy
countries in the East, there have been signs that
some enemy-owned tankers may intend to do so
too. One particularly persistent vessel, probably
the ex-Norwegian Krossfonn, which is believed to
have been renamed Spichern, 9,323 tons, has been
sighted and attacked three times by our aircraft,
and while she was forced back to port on both
of the first two occasions, she has been reported

having arrived in a Spanish port, in a damaged
condition, following the third encounter. There

seems to be no doubt that it was an attack by
S/172 in the early morning of 11th November that
has concluded, for some time, the present series of

attempts by this vessel to escape abroad.
The following are a few examples of what the

arrival in Europe of a blockade runner of the

6,000-ton class means
If the cargo were 4,000 tons of rubber, it would

equip four armoured divisions with all their
needs for a year. Recent reports suggest that
considerable quantities of rubber have been

arriving in Germany lately and it is even reported
that the proportion of real rubber in tyres has
risen from 5 per cent, to 30 per cent, Whether

or not these percentages are correct, an analysis
of captured enemy aircraft tyres shows that
the proportion of natural rubber has, in fact,
increased recently.

Another interesting example is the effect
the German margarine ration.

re-

as

on
The arrival

of 5,000 tons of vegetable oil is enough to maintain
the ration for 14 days, and such a cargo would
be about a half or a third of a normal tanker's

capacity.

There is one aspect of all the above sightings
which it is well to remember. Obviously it
would be best if we could sink these blockade
runners. For various reasons, that has so far

were

Biscay Area
Activity here increased during the past three

months, the t5q)es of traffic remaining as before,
i.e.:—

(1) Iron ore cargoes from Spain to France,
together with

(2) general cargoes from Spanish and Portu
guese ports, and

(3) the increasingly important blockade
running to and from the Far East.

The first' type is being maintained to an in
creasing extent by the small coaster type vessels

plying, between Bilbao and Bayonne, as most of
the larger vessels that used to go on to Bordeaux
to unload have been withdrawn and passed up
the Channel into the North Sea. As a result,
there are now probably only two of the larger
vessels left in this trade, the German ScImy-
lachbergey, of 2,844 tons, and the Spanish Kauldi,
3,157 tons, which sails under the Spanish flag. It
is probable that a southbound vessel attacked on
26th November by M/59 a few miles from Bayonne,
with unknown result, was the former of these

ships returning to Bilbao to pick up another
With this exception, nothing has been

of the vessels engaged in this trade, which is

not unexpected as they invariably hug the coast,
and move as far as possible by night.
The second class of traffic, in cargoes of a general

nature, continues to be carried to Bilbao, thence
.  3ayoune in small Portuguese and Spanish
essels. These, like the iron ore ships, hug the
oct and would probably be indistinguishable

C the local traffic,
for the blockade running, this has increased

.  i^Qth volume and importance, a number of
els having left or arrived at Bordeaux dimng

Hie thro® months. Arrivals totalled three vessels,
^ viirh have been indentified as the German

Dresden, 7,840 tons, and
i  7,363 tons. The last was sighted and

^

two
cargo,
seen

Viiected ^ number of attacks throughout the
6th, 7th and 8th November, by aircraft of

XT ’ 502, and 59 Squadrons, and by
.^^'aft of No. 10 (Bomber) O.T.U., while approach-

^^^*^and entering the Gironde. Her presence
on Bordeaux suggests that no sub-

^^utial damage was inflicted. The other two
els reached Bordeaux unobserved a few days

Wore this incident, probably during a spell of
K 1 weather- It is notable that of some 15 ships
+h t have run the blockade since the beginning of
thfs vear, no less than 12 have been sighted by

aircraft, which seems to show that bad

weather is necessary to enable a surface vessel to

^io through our network of patrols undetected.

At the same time as the Kulmerland was
anoroaching Bordeaux, two other ships

that port. Both were spotted and attacked

bv aircraft drawn from Nos. 502, 59, 461, 224 and
M\i qnuadrons, as well as from No. 330 Squadron

/ySA) nnd No. 10 (Bomber) O.T.U. But in
both’ cases the last sighting showed that marked
progress had been made towards the open
Atlantic, so there is unfortunately no reason for

ing
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been a difficult feat, but because we may sight have proceeded up Channel to a Nogt^' ij;;
and not sinlc one, it does not mean that we have destination, but Bomber Command ,
failed in our task. Photographs taken during hit Solglimt to such effect, a few da}^ aft^
the encounter may enable the vessel to be arrival at Cherbourg, that the programpie liaisi , <
identified ; the enemy's programme can then had to be modified. She at least \yill not be sffile
be estimated, and in the case of outward bound to proceed usefully for several months,
vessels, a description and orders for a look-out Several other ships moved up th(e. Chanfiel^,,

■

can be signalled to the fleets and air forces including one of the Neumark raider typej. "Qiait
of our allies, scattered over the seven seas. It is had been in Havre, and a 380-foot mercKgnt
a long way from Bordeaux to Kobe, and inter- vessel which had also been in that port. .Tbe’
.ception is always a possibility, if the ship is known latter was attacked by a Hudson of 320 Squ9.drba'
to have broken out. Two of the ships mentioned on 17th October, off Gris Nez, a direct hit being
as having been sighted by aircraft were in fact scored, and a few days later reconnaissance
later intercepted by surface craft. . The AnnaMese revealed that she had been beached within, a
Essherger was found by naval forces off Freetown, few miles of the scene of the attack,
a fortnight after the first sighting, and scuttled
herself to avoid capture. A hunt for the Cortelazzo
was laid on, the day of the sighting, and after a
chase she surrendered, but the weather proved
too bad to. take her in prize and she had to be
sunk.

In the reverse direction a heavily escorted
ship moving down Channel on llth/12th October-
was attacked by surface forces, and the fact that
nothing further has been seen of h^r suggests
that she was sunk.

Little is known about the sailing times and
routes of the blockade runners, but recent sightings
suggest that inward bound vessels make landfall ,  „ ,  , , ^
on the north coast of Spain, and proceed fairly abnormally bad, and no -doubt caused many
close inshore until they are picked up by their delays to, and irregular running of, the convoys
escort. Outward bound vessels, on the- other route,
hand, seem to be routed through the middle of All the indications point to a continuation of
the Bay, and it may be no coincidence that they the majority of departures from the Hook around
appear to set out at about the same time as an 1000 hours ; escorts have remained unchanged in
inward bound ship is due to arrive. Escorts number at about five patrol vessels, and fre-
seem to pick up and leave their charge in the quently a sperrbrecher. Speeds continue to ^

‘  neighbourhood of 6°W., and consist of Elbing average 8 knots,
cl^s destroyers, T.B.s, minesweepers, or armed
trawlers. It is also likely that

Hook-Elbe Area

Weather during September and October was

One of the best known of the sperrbrechers 6n
a sperrbrecher this route, as noted in the previous issue (No. Q\

acts as escort at the beginning (or end) of the was seen in October by a Beaufighter of 236
voyage while the immediate coastal area is being Squadron being towed stem first, with a consider-
negotiated. able part of its bows missing, obviously blown

off by a mine. An occurrence such as this is a
considerable embarrassment to the enemy

This area has remained comparatively inactive, now, as owing to the very heavy mining that has
but there have been a few incidents of interest, taken place in these waters, he can ill afford
As mentioned above, further withdrawals have lose the services of even one of these vessels,

been made from the fleet of larger iron ore vessels is probable that in some cases convoys will be
engaged on the BUbao-Bordeaux trade, and those noticed with additional minesweepers preceding
vessels concerned have followed the example . them, until a substitute has been found to replac
of the earlier ones, and moved from the Biscay this ship. ®
area to the North Sea in easy stages from one Westbound convoys still seem to aim a+
port to another. The Mombaldo made the reaching the Hook in the afternoon, and onlv i
journey early in October, and the Drepanum exceptional cases, and then probably due onlv f
followed later in the month. The Leesee is the weather, does there seem to be any moveiuenf
latest to attempt the voyage, and her presence down the southern half of the Dutch

at Brest on 15th November, together with a night,

ve^ls suggests that BaUoons continue to be flown by a good
y ave passed up the Channel. portion of merchant ships, and a report sugjp«t'

The movements of t

coast at

wo vessels of an unusual that in some cases they are being moored to
type, at the beginning of September, gave rise ship by two cables, one from the stem, and
to some speculation. These were the whale oil other from amidships or forward, but no vi<ii i
factory sliips Ole Wegger and Solglimt, both of confirmation of this development has ^
about 12,200 tons. obtained.

Channel Area

to
It

C

^ Cherbourg for many Reconnaissance of the Dutch and German norf
months, but on 7th September moved to Havre, has been exceptionally scanty, so that the sha^
and thence up the Seine to Rouen, where, as far reduction in the amount of shipping seen in
as IS known, she remains. A few days earher Waalhaven at Rotterdam, on the most rer^!
the Solglimt, which had been at Nantes for a cover, cannot be taken as more than an indicati ^
considerable time, started moving, and by stages that there may have been a falling off in imnorf
made her way to Cherbourg, where she arrived to that port. Such a development at this tim^
on the 9th. It is not known what role was in- of year would not be surprising ; mining
tended for these two ships, nor why they were and dockhand difficulties, may have been conw’
suddenly brought out of retirement at the same butory causes. A substantial increase in th
time. The most likely intention is that after barge content of Ghent, illustrates the trend ^
having loaded at a Seine port, they were to these vessels to be returned to normal
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